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Chocolate and pastry cream log (Desserts) 

 

  
Preparation  

Proceed as follows. For the chocolate sponge cake: separate the egg whites from the
yolks and beat until stiff. Set aside. Beat the yolks with the sugar until you get a white,
frothy mixture. Sift in the flour and mix with a spatula, then fold in the whites and
continue to blend them in well. Finally add the cocoa powder and mix in. Preheat the
oven to 180°C; prepare a baking sheet lined with baking parchment and pour in dough,
levelling it well; bake for 40 minutes or so. Make a syrup with 200ml of water and 100g
of sugar, bringing it to the boil and then removing from the heat: as soon as it’s cold
soak the sponge cake with it and transfer to a damp tea towel. For the pastry cream:
boil the milk with the vanillin; meanwhile, beat the eggs with the sugar and as soon as
you have a white frothy mixture, sift in the flour beating continuously. As soon as the
milk has boiled add it a little at a time to the egg, sugar and flour mixture, stirring with a
whisk; then put it on a low heat, stirring constantly until it reaches the right consistency,
without boiling. Allow to cool. Assemble the dessert: with a pasta cutter make a number
of round ‘bases’ and then cut out strips with which you will make the sides of the
finished sponge ‘cup’. Fill these containers with the pastry cream, then garnish with
some melted dark chocolate to taste and sprinkle with cocoa powder or icing sugar.  

Tips  

To serve your Christmas log made with chocolate and pastry cream, you can recreate
the atmosphere of Christmas with a holly and poinsettia sugar paste.  

Trivia  

A Christmas ‘log’ made with pastry cream and chocolate is a typical French festive
dessert, reproducing the warmth of a log fireplace.  

Information  

Preparation 35 minutes
Total Time 50 minutes
Serves X Serves 10 persons
Level of difficulty  Difficult

   
Ingredients  

Plain flour 160 grams

Cocoa 35 grams (Powdered)

Sugar 150 grams

Milk 1000 millilitres

Eggs 4 units

Sugar 400 grams

Plain flour 150 grams

Vanillin 1 sachet

Eggs 5 units
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